
 
 

The Two Part Conversation 

 
These talking points are offered to help you intentionally pursue your agenda, whether you do it in a way 

that is donor-driven (organic to the flow of each relationship) or fundraiser-driven (you introduce it 

deliberately).  Regardless of how the conversation flows with any individual donor, these are the two 

issues you will discuss when you are successful.  

 
 

To transition to Part One (WHAT), you might refer to your Prospect’s specific WHY: 

 “It’s good to learn how strongly you feel about (program).  I hope we can start a conversation about 

how you could provide special support for (program).” 

 “Thanks for telling me about your memories of/experiences with (NONPROFIT).  What thought 

have you given to doing something to honor/memorialize (whatever or whoever it was)?  (Based on 

response, you can introduce your menu of giving opportunities for service providers at 

(NONPROFIT).)   

 “It’s nice to know how grateful you are for your experience at (NONPROFIT).  What thought have 

you given to paying those benefits forward by helping us serve future (whatever was identified)?” 

 “It’s good to learn how strongly you feel about (project you have described).  I hope you will help us 

accomplish its goals with your personal support.  I would like to invite a conversation with you 

about the best way you might make a significant contribution.” 

 

 

With permission, explain that it will be a two part conversation, then briefly describe each part. 
 

1.  (WHAT)  “The first part of our conversation will be about what lasting impact you would 

like to have on / what legacy you would like to establish at (NONPROFIT). For example, 

we might explore your interest in one or more of the following”: 

 Unrestricted 

 Program(s) 

 Those served -- Students/Patients/Patrons/Clients 

 Those providing service -- Faculty/Staff/Leadership 

 Facilities:  Capital projects/Construction/Renovation 
 

 

2. (HOW)  “The second part of our conversation will be about how you might best make your 

gift – when, with what assets, in conjunction with what other considerations we will discuss.  

For example, your gift plan might be”: 

 In conjunction with some triggering life event that includes financial considerations 

 Specific to an identified asset we might examine for its gift potential 

 In response to a tax-related issue we should discuss 

 Of a specific giving strategy you want to learn more about 



 
 

 

 

 

THIS STATEMENT IS KEY TO YOUR ABILITY TO LEARN WHAT YOU NEED TO 

LEARN 

“During this part of our conversation I’ll want your permission to discuss issues and details of 

life events and financial plans that might initially seem very personal to you.  Please understand 

that I practice a philosophy of Win – Win fundraising, and I want to ensure that any gift plan 

we create together has your best interests in mind as well as ours.  May I give you several 

examples of what I mean?” 

 

Then, with permission, offer examples to help your Prospect understand. 

 You might be thinking of selling a vacation home and investing the proceeds for retirement 

 You might be meeting with your attorney to update your estate plan 

 Someone you love might need long-term care and you’re thinking of selling stock to pay for it 

 You may be anticipating a windfall, maybe a big income event or an inheritance 

 You may be planning for business succession and retirement 

 You might be thinking of creating a donor advised fund or a family foundation 

 You may be wondering what to do about the required distributions from your deferred 

compensation plan 

 You might tell me you’re starting an annual gifting program for a new grandchild 

 You might tell me you recently met with your CPA who advised you to start reducing the size of 

your taxable estate  

 You may be looking to re-invest some asset you own for a safer, more secure return 

 

 

 

OFFER A PERSONAL DISCLAIMER 

 My goal discussing HOW you might make the gift you want to make is to help you find the best 

way to make the gift you want to make, for both (organization) and for you. 

 I’ll invite you to discuss a number of things and I want you to know my primary purpose is to 

learn about those things, not to provide you answers or solutions.  I may not know all of the 

answers to your questions because I’m not an expert. 

 My purpose in learning about such issues as planned life events, asset allocation, and tax 

concerns is to identify possible giving strategies that might complement your plans.  

 When it comes to the answers and solutions I can call on experts, and we should also include 

your own experts, in exploring any gift potential from what you and I discover together. 

 

 

 

MAKE IT DONOR-CENTERED:  “I want to assure you that I’ll address your priorities and plans, 

for now and into retirement, your loved ones, and for any professional commitments you may have.  I 

want any gift plan we discuss to include your concerns.   Where would you like to start this part of our 

gift conversation?”  (or your own invitation) 



 
 

 

 

 

You might introduce this conversation in one of two ways. 
 

DONOR-DRIVEN, Organic to the relationship  

Far more often than not, the donor will control the direction and pace of the gift conversation. In such 

cases, each of the Four Decisions will come up in its own time as you develop the donor relationship.  

Still, it’s vital to remain aware of all four, so you can ensure each gets it’s due.  Usually, once WHY and 

WHAT are identified, you can comfortably turn the conversation to HOW the gift plan might be 

structured, so you can look for the most promising life event, giftable assets, tax concern, or other issues 

to pursue.   
 

Examples of how to ORGANICALLY transition from learning about WHY with your invitation 

to discuss WHAT and HOW, one topic at a time.   
 

(Once you have identified WHY) “What thought have you given to a contribution that would make a 

difference to others in just the same way (NONPROFIT) has benefitted you? 

 
 

(Once you have identified WHAT) “It’s gratifying to learn how strongly you feel about (whatever has 

been identified).  I would like to invite a conversation about HOW you might make an impactful gift in 

support of that.” 

 

 

FUNDRAISER-DRIVEN, deliberately 

In some cases you will be able to intentionally introduce and describe both parts of the conversation 

(WHAT and HOW) as your stated agenda for the gift conversation. This approach calls for selecting 

(see Find Your Voice for examples) or drafting your scripted description of the conversation you’re 

inviting. 
 

 

Examples of how to DELIBERATELY transition from learning about WHY with your 

invitation to discuss for WHAT and HOW.   
 

“Thank you for sharing (that interest – for WHAT) with me.  I would like to invite you to explore with 

me HOW you might make a contribution focused on that.  At the same time I want to offer to help you 

examine how you might best make your gift by discussing such issues as triggering life events, asset 

allocation, and any tax related issues that might be associated with your gift plans.  Where would you like 

to start?” 
 

“I’m hoping to have a conversation with you about (whatever was learned from the conversation that 

resulted from your triggering question/invitation) by the end of the day, however long that day turns out 

to be.  (pause for response/consent).  The conversation I’m talking about has two parts.”  (Describe the 

Two Part Conversation) 

 


